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Creating genuine value — the focus for our corporate vision 

and the foundation we’ve built upon for over 150 years. 

Everyone we touch — customers, dealers, stockholders, 

employees and the global community has a vested interest 
in Our continuing commitment to quality in products, 
services and relationships. 

We’re not only the world’s leading agricultural equipment 

manufacturer, but also a top producer of industrial and lawn 

and grounds care equipment and gaining new market share 
from our diversification into credit, insurance and health 
management service. 

Behind our concentration on continuous improvement is our 

investment in Research and Development and capital 

expenditures. This is coupled with our awareness that as 

a leader, we safeguard and sustain the environment we’re all 
a part of. 

As an Equal Opportunity Employer, we look ahead to an 
exciting future for all concerned. Together we can meet new 

pal Vision challenges and enjoy the ere sii 

G\O As needs develop, openings will vary in 
PR 0 on Va lu Engineering, Accounting, Finance, Marketing and 

ce o Computer Science. We also offer specialized 
Qe Opportunities in our Health Management 

<a. fcc... Service, Credit and Insurance subsidiaries. 

_.< Ll Manager, Recruiting 

-y = _ John Deere Road 
_ _ Moline, Illinois 61265 
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[ae Iliked being a part of the Wis and science oriented and having no . g 

‘onsin Engineer magazine staff the first English skills is what makes the maga- $ 
time I helped the circulation manager zine special. 5 
distribute an issue on campus. It was o 
April of 1995 and my first article about Iknow some people think that the Wis- Editor - Jeremy Marwil 
the possibilities of fusion as a new en- consin Engineer (or for that matter, the 
ergy source was published in this issue. UW campus) does not represent the real 

world. Baloney. no journalistic experience and a very lim- 
My job that night was to place the maga- ited writing background when I wrote 
zine all around Engineering Hall for stu- Although the magazine is celebrating its _ the story, but it clearly showed off my in- 
dents and faculty to read the next day. I 100th anniversary this year, it faces the terest in scientific subjects. Through writ- 
noticed a group of students inthelobby same problems as any small business. Fi- _ ing, the excitement of sharing my inter- 
studying, oblivious to me placing alarge _ nancial difficulties, budget constraints ests in science and engineering with oth- 
stack of magazines next to them. ButasI —_and pressure from advertisers and the ers was satisfied. 
left the building, I looked back in the publishing house are just a few of the 
lobby to see that group of students hurdles the magazine hashad tojumpas I know there are other budding writers 
quickly paging through the magazine, it moves into its second century of publi- __ who, like myself, needed a little push to 
looking at the work and my colleagues _ cation. get started. The Wisconsin Engineer is the 
at the magazine had produced. opportunity you're looking for. 

Fortunately, the Wisconsin Engineer is ina 
It was a tremendous rush. I realized writ- growth period. It is now available as a 
ing was something I enjoyed doing. In one credit class called EPD 690 for those 
fact, it changed my focus as anengineer- _ who would like to learn the basics of 

ing student because I developed a skill writing articles, advertising and layout. 
many engineering students lack - the 
ability to write. But more than that, the magazine is a 

chance to get involved with the people 
Thad not written much in my previous and activities which make the UW engi- 
three years at the UW. AnEnglish paper _ neering campus unique. The choices are 
here, a liberal arts paper there,butIsaw __ endless on the types of issues one can 
no real need to focusoncommunication _ tackle. 
skills which most engineers are deficient. 
But things are changing. The uniqueness and variety of each issue 

is why I enjoyed being involved with the 
More and more, engineers are called on magazine. Instead of learning the same 
to do more than just solve problems. material and doing the same homework 
They must communicate ideasandcon- —_as hundreds of other engineering stu- 
cepts, not only to their colleagues, but dents, my colleagues and I at the maga- 
also to a large public audience. zine have the freedom to write about 

things we find truly interesting at the 
That’s where the Wisconsin Engineer UW and beyond. 
comes in. We afford each and every stu- 
dent of the entire UW-Madison campus For me, this story is a happy one. That 
the opportunity to learn how to build the _first article I wrote for the magazine, 

skills necessary to communicate in the about fusion, won an award for best gen- 
real world. Breaking the classic stereo- eral science story, judged by a group of 
type of the engineer as completely math my peers from across the country. I had 
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WISE: a 

Helping Women Break Through the 
. 

Boundaries 

Bits a freshman at U.W.-Madison ences, and Barbara Smith, an Assistant ing in Kellogg House, except eight re- 

can be intimidating in itself, but be- Dean of the same college, have played turning residents (sophomores) who had 

ing a female with an interest in a male- roles in the creation and installation of already selected to live in Kellogg House 

dominated field of study can be down- the program. Students also playa partin again, were members of the WISE pro- 

right scary. Not only are you dealing 
with anew roommate, going to huge lec- ee 

fares full of eer and having WISE (Women in Science and Engineering) is a brand new 

women on your floor are liberal arts or program started for females who intend to pursue a career 

business majors. Not = tad in science, math or engineering. The program is designed to 
engineering major among them. What's = : 
a girl to do? Become involved with WISE provide a support network for women while they 

of course. receive education in areas that are dominated by males 

WISE (Women in Science and Engineer- 
ing) is a brand new program started for the planning and organization of the pro- gram. Because more women were inter- 

females who intend to pursueacareerin gram. AWISE planning committee made __ ested in the program than could be ac- 

science, math or engineering. The pro- up of members of the program was commodated in one house, ten members 

gram is designed to provide a support formed to plan activities and make sug- of WISE lived in Pearson House and 

network for women while they receive gestions about how the program should —_ eight members lived in Hill House. The 

education in areas that aredominated by _ be runin the future. program consisted of forty-nine mem- 

males. bers total, twenty-eight of which were 

The program was putinto action forthe majoring in biological sciences and 

The program was created and isrunbya _ first time in the ‘95-’96 school year. At twenty-one of which were majoring in 

committee of University professionals. that time, WISE was a residential pro- physical sciences (including engineer- 

Both Dick Barrows, Associate Dean of gram with women living in the Elizabeth __ing). 
the College of Agricultural and Life Sci- Waters dormitory. All of the residents liv- 

The program was split into an “educa- 
— SE —— — =e tional” semester and a “social” semester; 

~~ S S | - _ SF o however, both semesters contained ele- 
—— : r— ae oe oo) ments of social activity and educational 

ae . ; a. or informational activity. ee _ a. _. y: 

ue Megan Moore, a member of the WISE 

\ \ planning committee, said, “The WISE 

3 program serves as a scholarly basis on 
¥ which incoming freshman women may 

; ~ form relationships with their peers, pro- 
fe fessors and mentors.” Therefore, the pro- 

? gram tries to integrate social and educa- 
: tional aspects of the participants’ lives to 

yo give them both. 

V2, , % During the fall semester, participants en- 
F rolled in a one credit colloquium course 
= entitled “Women in Science Seminar.” 

y g Classes were held on Mondays at 4:35 in 
ae 3 the Cedar Room of Elizabeth Waters Hall 

os a ° and were followed by dinner at 5:30. The 

A tutor working with WISE helps a student tackle a tough problem. course was designed and instructed by 
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Dr. Ken Todar of the Department of Bac-__ eral of the program’s participants. In order to participate in the WISE resi- 
teriology and Dr. Jo Handelsman of the dential program, incoming freshmen 
Department of Plant Pathology. Karen Lewis, a physics majorand mem- —_ must complete an application and sub- 

ber of WISE, said, “I have found that the mit an essay. For the first year, anyone 
The course was set up so that every two most beneficial part of WISE was the who showed an interest in the program 
weeks a new guest lecturer came to visit. _ mentor program. My mentor has been a 
On the first week, the guests would give _ great source of information, encourage- . . 
a talk about their work, and on the sec- ment and inspiration.” In order to participate in the 
ond week they would ia fora dis- swig i WISE residential program, 
cussion. All of the guest lecturers were The E program also provides tutori- . . 
female professors om different depart- als for the fvomen and the chance to Incoming freshmen must 
ments on campus. The lecturers covered form study groups. Lewis found this to complete an application and 
a wide variety of fields including: phys- _ be another important aspect of the pro- submit an essay 
ics, botany, computer sciences, gram, “It’s great to have people in your 
pathobiological sciences and electrical classes that live just down the hall.” After 
and computer engineering. all, as freshman many of the participants (by doing these two things) wasadmit- 

take the same basic, introductory science oe howewer this also nes change in the 
According to Megan Moore, this class and math courses. Fitute. # y 8 
was great. “Not only have I had the . 
chance to debate and discuss current sci- As anew program, WISE has run into WISE nay be inihevery besinnin 
entific issues, but I have had the chance some problems with organization and f Ye i but 2 h 8) | § 
to learn from female professors that it is planning for the future. These are the s nde 4 ah abe urn as a as y 
possible for women to succeed in the sci-__ kinds of problems that all first-year pro- eek S ae © vo intovented ae, or 
ences, no matter what circumstances grams face, no one has any experience y thrand ou : fa diti 
they must overcome.” precisely because nothing like this has alive aman heebocns ee ‘edt 

ever been done before. It will probably aye a areas hove tha dominatec by 
While there wasn’ ta class for WISE in take a few years to get the planning and fochacd eae navlaheg ae 
the spring semester, several differentso- _ organization smoothed out, but WISE is world ie one of Foss fdlde eat still be 
cial activities were available for the definitely “up and running.” daunting for many women. WISE offers 
women to take part in. Besides social inval . oe th . h 
gatherings and a trip to the zoo, the pro-_Plans for the future include switching the 9 ‘"V@"U@ a he cea ormese vats en WAC 
gram also scheduled excursions to differ- _ first semester to more of a social time so may het mio kcal, 2 epee 
ent labs and professional facilities in the that members can get acquainted and whe ¥ i’ ik eae i ange OWS 
area. These tours were arranged tocover build friendships. This, in turn, would st 4 a 8 t th . also 0 hon eetofios 
a wide variety of fields, so that members — mean the class would beheldsecondse- © i Phi c rather aenance ° orm. 
interested in a particular field could take mester. According Laura Jensen, the aoe ups wal .  agangtke WIE 
the tours that would interest them the housefellow for Kellogg and a double- aavheattmontncs shevinpetin 
most. The tours also gave the womenex- _ major in zoology and mechanical engi- orchaeh aoe ins age come to otter in- 
posure to real-world settings and a neering, they will also probably try to tereste d i scene aid ensinestine tobe 
chance to see career paths other thanaca- _ keep all the residents in WISE in Kellogg ‘ 75 en oie demics. House inthe fatare: gin fulfilling careers in science and engi- 

neering, and this is something we could 

Another important aspect of WISE isthe There has also been talk of turning WISE altbeneitt oat, 
mentor program. Each member is as- into more ofa club program after the Author Bio: Soon to be Editor, Michelle 
signed a mentor whom she can goto for __ first year, while still giving freshmen the T it binds her knowledge ot 
answers to questions or for advice about —_ opportunity to be involved in the resi- era gs ge : . . : 4 ae nglish, Psychology and sometimes academics, the University or anything dent program. Inall likelihood, women \ : : ; : ‘ 

ndustrial Engineering to the Wisconsin 

Engineer magazine. 

The WISE program also provides tutorials for the women 
and the chance to form study groups...many of the 
participants take the same introductory science 

and math courses 
ASS 

else. The mentors are all professors or would live in Kellogg their freshmen 
faculty members in science departments _year, and for the rest of their academic 
who can offer advice and relate first- years they would live wherever they 
hand experiences to the students. This wanted and participate in WISE ona 
program has been very beneficial for sev- _ club-basis. 
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© Misconsin fe | la, 
Army National Guard FCG eee, | A 

“Your P er in Education” lal Institule of Technology: ry . Ar of 

Offers: KEZ, ais 
+ 509 | fF 7 7 UO Gee AN 

Deo decide jl HR ASLN 
- $197.90 a month through the “sow 7 SASAYV NW 

Montgomery GI Bill Imagine working at a place where the discoveries of research are devel- 

. — oped and transferred directly to real-world applications that benefit 

2 Technical Training everyone. An environment of vast resources where the advancement of 

. technology and one’s intelligence are highly valued. You might call it the 

: Excitement and Travel opportunity of a lifetime -- we call it MIT Lincoln Laboratory. Areas of 
research include: 

© Systems Analysis/Engineering © Cognitive Science 

¥ si © RF Circuits and Antenna Software Engineering 

Call today to see if you qualify! Engineering Advanced Electronics 
¢ Cognitive Algorithm Research & Development 
Development © Digital Design Engineering 

(800) 362-7444 © Electro-Optical System © Mechanical Systems 

Engineering Engineering 

. . oe ¢ Information Network 

Wisconsin KG / Architecture & Design 

oS ." To pursue unlimited opportunities, please send your resume to: Office of 

NATIONAL 4. Human Resources, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Box IS3, 244 Wood Street, 

GUARD Ae Lexington, MA 02173-9108. Fax: (617) 981-7086 
~" Web site -http:/www.ILmit.edu 

Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V. U.S. Citizenship Required 

_. Please stop by our booth at 
Career Connection 1996 

University of Wisconsin Engineering Majors: on September 17, 1996 
eIndustrial and meet our 

°Manufacturing Systems tae 
*Computer Science Logistics Consultants! 

KSA willbe interviewing at the Univ. of 
Wisconsin on October 22 & 23, 1996. 

————————————— es ~MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 

Kurt Salmon Associates is the world’s largest management consulting firm specializing in the retail and 

consumer products industries. Our clients are manufacturers and retailers of a wide range of personal, 

home and recreational consumer products, such as food, clothing, footwear, home improvement products, 

housewares, sporting goods, and magazines. 

We are looking for consultants to join our Logistics Group, which designs and implements methods that 

maximize our clients’ distribution effectiveness by combining new technology with a more skilled and 

motivated labor force. Consultants will provide a full range of services to clients including strategic 

planning, facility design, distribution systems and productivity enhancement. We look forward to talking 

with you about careers in consulting when we visit the University of Wisconsin! Please consult Engineering 

Career Planning & Placement for more details. 
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The Yoke’s On You 

"W hich came first, the chicken or enon drives many people to decide that conundrum and are making their deci- 
the egg?” This question has the question is unanswerable, or not sion by probability alone, much like flip- 

blossomed in today’s society to the worth the time to answer. Bernice ping a coin. 
point that almost any situation is com- Napach writes, “It’s a matter of the 
pared to it. For instance, “Which came chicken or the egg. There’s not one with-__ The point is that no one knows which 
first: depressed persons or alcoholics, out the other. And no one truly knows came first, the chicken or the CHICKEN 
bees or flowers, proteins or nucleic ac- which came first.” egg. It is a conundrum, to which people 
ids, confidence or success?” If you postulate an answer by probability alone. 
thought that was enough, I have heard The source of the confusion is laid inthe But to get to that point, the assumption 
even better ones. How about, “earnings foundation of the question itself. Many of the chicken egg must be made. The 
or reverse stock splits, designer clothes people make the assumption that theegg — whole riddle is dependent upon it and 

this is why the question was formulated 
es §— in the way that it was. 

For many people the chicken—and-egg question is the 
source of much frustration because it is a conundrum. eRe cahenal ee 

They imagine a chicken which lays an egg which hatches question results, namely, “Which came 
to produce another egg-laying chicken first, the chicken or ANY TYPE of egg?” 

Laura Erickson writes, “Every chicken 
TO came from an egg, but eggs come from 
or styles of the street, Perry Mason or referred to in the conundrum is a many’ ete i rtles oe 
theatrical real-life lawyers?” These an- CHICKEN egg. This is the supposition an to quel: piled platypises, : . : a leads back to the inevitable rebuttal, “All swers cannot be determined because that leads the majority of responders ioht, if th first, where did it 
the two options are dependent upon down the cyclic road to frustration. 6 of Se eval Gh vere 1 " 
one another to exist. To demonstrate this more clearly, a sur- come ta ea n ie in 

vey asked four dozen college students font. Una none oe noth 
A question like “Which came first?” is between the ages of 18-23 the question (Carter). Unfortunately, itis not that easy. 
called a conundrum. Webster’s dictio- “Which came first, the chicken or the . 
nary defines this as “a question having egg?” The responses were nearly cracked Continuedonp.10 
only a conjectural answer.” The answer right down the 
is conjectural for two reasons. First, no middle: 52% (25 of 
human being was witness to observe 48) said chicken, 
which option actually did precede the 48% (23 of 48) said 
other. Second, there is a cyclic nature to egg. To go further, orm 
the two options. One is dependent the responses did > a4 
upon the other, and therefore it be- not seem to be in- aio 
comes impossible to trace the source fluenced by the zt A Stead 
because you always end up coming age, course of edu- — ai ee? cme! te, 
back to where you started. cation, gender or — ? 

living environ- Me nf 
For many people the chicken-and-egg ment of the indi- C2 . 
question is the source of much frustra- viduals in the sur- i 
tion because it is a conundrum. They vey. One explana- ery 
imagine a chicken which lays an egg tion for these re- . 
which hatches to produce another egg- sults is that people 
laying chicken. This cyclic phenom- are falling into the 
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Most companies offer flat, bland, unappetizing jobs that basically just keep you busy. FORE Systems delivers the excitement, challenge, and rewards that keep you satisfied 

AND constantly coming back for more. We are a hot company in a hot marketplace: networking technology. In 6 short years, we've become a leader by developing a full line of breakthrough 

products based on ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) technology. We encourage and reward innovative thinking, creative problem-solving, and decisive action. Best of all, we put the 

great, fresh, unbeatable taste of success in each of our professional positions. Contact us today, we'll have your slice of 

opportunity ready and waiting for you to bite into when you graduate. We are seeking individuals for the following areas: 

Manufacturing * Hardware Engineering - Sales & Marketing 
Software Engineering - Technical Support + Mechanical Engineering 

We offer an incredible salary and benefit package which includes a generous stock purchase plan, 401(k) plan, flex- S Y < af E NVA S P 

time, tuition reimbursement, and much more. Please forward your cover letter and resume indicating position of 

interest & geographic preference to: Joan O’Day, Human Resources/College Relations-WE, FORE Systems, 

Inc., 85 Swanson Rd., Boxborough, MA 01719, FAX (508) 264-4433. Email: joday@fore.com We are an aS ae 

Equal Opportunity Employer Committed to Corporate Diversity. At the Forefront of ATM Networking 

Pittsburgh, PA © Boxborough, MA © San Jose, CA ¢ Bethesda, MD ¢ Ottawa, ON © Worldwide Sales Offices



SPUDnik 
Growing Potatoes in Space 

Reseness at the UW have devel- for eventual use as a food source on the you can use it on the moon; you can use 
oped the technology to grow a po- space station. According to Professor it on Mars.” 

tato in space. Judy Croxdale who has researched plant 
growth for the project, “With the coop- Potatoes were chosen for testing the 

No, you have not mistakenly picked up eration of the world’s countries I’m quite | module, because the botany department 
the weekly Onion™, and thisisnotDan _ positive the station will be built by 1999.” has worked with a potato that can grow 
Quayle’s report on education in America. from a leaf cutting to a tuber in 16 days 

regardless of being on or off Earth. Six- 
SVK. S| hen | eT we Ua ae) tect dayeis thie timeavatlable onthe 

longest space shuttle missions. Accord- 
ing to Croxdale, potatoes use their tuber 

The mem bers of the as a storage place for starch, which is the 

. . end result of photosynthesizing sugars, 

ASTR O Cc U LTU R E = project are doi n g and is pestusly need as the plane en- 
ergy source. 

research on plant growth and 
. . The research conducted in the October- 

respiration, for eventual USE aS a FOOd November 1995 mission of the Micro- 
‘ gravity Lab II aboard the shuttle showed 

source on the Ss pace stati on that starch accumulation in the tuber was 

no different in space than on earth. Pro- 
fessor Croxdale had expected problems 

—_’F-- aT > [i ann nn sbccause Of previous expertmentsithat 
failed to work. “I thought it (the tuber) 

Can you imagine coming into existence, It would be impossible to send a shuttle would look like some kind of gnarled 
and growing up within the confining home to Earth for groceries every few cauliflower. In the past, the roots went 
space of a five inch cubicle —all without | weeks when the astronauts run out of up; the leaves went down; everything 
gravity to strengthen you and without munchies, because each shuttle flight wentall over.” However, researchers de- 
sunlight to gain energy? Those are the costs taxpayers $400 or $500 million. The termined that equipment design error 
limits that the Wisconsin Center for best alternative is for the astronauts to had caused the problems in other experi- 
Space Automation and Robotics grow their own food in space. ments. These ongoing experiments show 
(WCSAR) was given when designing the itis possible to grow normal, edible 
miniature greenhouse module that The University of Wisconsin’s plants in space. 
would send a cutting from a potato leaf ASTROCULTURE™ Module is the only 
into space to grow into a potato tuber. plant growth module in the world that Remember Tang and Velcro? These were 

works in space. According to Bula, offshoots of the space industry’s rush to 
Why is sending potatoes into space so “Handling fluids in microgravity is by the moon in the 1960's. 
important? Don’t we have enoughcrop- _ far the most difficult thing. The Russians 
land here on earth? Raymond Bula, di- have tried it. Their chamber is inad- Some of the technological breakthroughs 
rector of the WCSAR ASTRO- equate. NASA had a chamber devel- that have resulted from the ASTRO- 
CULTURE™ Project, was very positive oped which is inadequate...” CULTURE™ Project have already pro- 
that the US would be participating in an duced commercial benefits. Owners of 
international space station before theend “In the system we developed we were large commercial nurseries nationwide 
of the decade. The members of the able to show that it functions indepen- have snapped up the module’s water 
ASTROCULTURE™ project are doing re- dent of gravity. Youcanuse thatsystem and nutrient delivery tubes. The project 
search on plant growth and respiration, here on Earth or you can use it in space; also developed a system of air 
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humidification /dehumidification that variable. Bula says the space station of- space station will be farmers — farmers 
does not need a gas or liquid separator fers two good additions to plant research —_ operating high-tech robotics, but farm- 
as other systems do. The plant lighting compared to the shuttle. The volume ers nonetheless. As William Cowper 
subsystem uses light-emitting-diodes available to grow potatoes in is much Braun said in the 1800's, “No-one can be 
(LED’s) to give large amounts oflightat greater, and the lengths of time available _a patriot onan empty stomach.” 
specific wavelengths while using very to grow plants and study them will be 
little power. These LED’s are already be- _ unlimited, unlike the current maximum Author Bio: Dan Hanson is a sopho- 

ing used in photosynthesis research,and _ flight of 16 days. There are still more more in Engineering Mechanics who 8 inp sy’ > TSK ent y' ap : 
some unique medical applications,such questions: plants on the missions died loves to mountain bike and train for the 
as measuring blood sugar levels or use in _ earlier than earthbound plants. upcoming marathon in his spare time. 
photodynamic cancer therapy. 

According to Bula, “It’s worthy of going 
Other applications of the ASTRO- up there on the space station and deter- 
CULTURE™ technology include im- mining whether this is a reaction to 
roved dehumidification/ microgravity or is it a reaction to the 

humidification units, with efficient irri- growing system that we have.” 
gation systems, and energy efficient 
lighting systems for large scalecommer- | WCSAR has now moved to the next step 
cial nurseries. The traditional method of —_ andis actually building the refrigerator 
studying plants has been in theirnatural sized ASTROCULTURE™ unit that will 
environment. Over the past few decades _ supply food for the space station by 
that approach has changed to one of re- 1999. 
search ina controlled environment 
where scientists are able to control each The first astronauts on the permanent 
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Tubers grown from a potato leaf during a 16-day shuttle flight returned perfectly healthy. 
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recorded egg-layer, an animal called Am- _ through the riddle, “Which came first, 

Continued from p. 6 phioxus. According to Dal Stivens, Am- the chicken or the egg?” and emerge 
 phioxus was “a two-inch long, unobtru- with an answer. Most people make the 

The original source of the egg lies within _ sive little sea lancelet which spent most assumption that the egg is a chicken egg 
a much larger question. Thatis,“Do you _ of its time burying itself in the sand.” and guess the answer by chance. This is 
believe in evolution?” This evidence should be enough to prove __ the trick to the riddle and it must be 

to an evolutionist that the egg came be- avoided. Without this assumption, an an- 
Some argue that there isno such thing as _ fore the chicken. swer can be determined. However, the 
evolution. Creationists, those who be- exact answer is personal and specific to 

lieve that God put everything on Earthin But whatif the red jungle fowl was not your evolutionary beliefs. According to 
the first six days of its existence, do not the first type of chicken? Or what if the the beliefs of the study group, over 90% 

of people should believe that the egg 
came first. 

By using genetic and fossil evidence, it is relatively easy — ‘orboth sets ofb, 
; sai e evidence is strong for both sets of be- to compare the evolutionary origins of the egg iteks-and inning tharchey exist beaks 

and the chicken open the conundrum. Now instead of 
making you frustrated, your educated 
answer to the riddle can make you feel 

believe in evolution. They contend that lancelet egg is not developed enough to sunny-side-up or finger-lickin’ good. 
since God created all animals, the be considered a true egg? To address 
chicken would naturally come first. This _ these types of arguments it becomes use- _ Literature Cited: 
is called the foul-fly-first theory accord- ful to focus the question further. If a de- Allbright, Charles. “On Hymns and Hur- 
ing to Janice Okun. She claims that,“ac- _ veloped egg (like a chicken egg) pre- ries”. Arkansas Democrat-Gazette. Little 
cording to the bible, the chicken came dated the earliest known bird, it follows Rock Newspapers, Inc. May 8, 1995. 
first.” This is in reference to the animals that it would have also preceded the first | Features pg 1E. 
that God created on the fourth day of chicken. 
creation. Verse 1:20 from the book of Clark, Ross. “Chicken Out-of the Jungle!” 
Genesis reads: “And God said, ‘Let the So now the question becomes, “Which Daily Mail. Associated Newspapers, Ltd. 
water teem with living creatures, and let came first, the DEVELOPED EGG or the December 21, 1994. p 35. 

birds fly above the Earth across the ex- FIRST BIRD?” This question can be an- Erickson, Laura. “No Yoke: Egg Came 
panse of the sky.’” So how are we to swered readily due to amount of re- Before Chicken”. Star Tribune: Metro 
know that a chicken was one of those search on fossilized dinosaurs. Among Edition. Star Tribune. April 17, 1995. Min- 

birds? Well, Noah took two of every ani- _ one of the fossils from the late Jurassic nesota Life, pg 15. 
mal on the ark with him during the great __ period (150 million years ago) is that of 
flood. If he hadn’t, no chickens would Archaeopteryx, the ancestor of all birds. Mish, Frederick. Webster’s Ninth New 
have survived to be alive today. This evi- | Archaeopteryx, meaning “the ancient- Collegiate Dictionary. Merriam-Webster 
dence proves that the chicken beat the winged one”, was a “poor flier, capable Inc, 1990. 
egg. only of gliding flight” (Stivens). Despite Napach, Bernice. “Money Moves Give 

its skill in the air, it was named the ances- Clues to Bond Funds”. Investor's Busi- 
However, most people in this study do tor of all birds because it was the first ness Daily. Investor's Business Daily, Inc. 
believe in evolution. Ina survey of the animal to have feathers. But archaeolo- July 21, 1994. Investor’s Corner, pg 1. 
same four dozen college students, an gists have found that a developed egg 
overwhelming 92% (44 of 48) replied that hatched about 75 million years before Ar- Okun, Janice. “Basket Case: A Dozen 
they accept the theory of evolution. Now _chaeopteryx glided. Dal Stivens writes: Questions and Answers About Eggs”. 
we can look back at the question of The Buffalo News. The Buffalo News. 
“Which came first, the chicken of ANY "The oldest land egg we know of is a di- April 10, 1995. Lifestyles, pg 1. 
KIND of egg?” with these beliefs in nosaur egg—a fossil egg found in the Stivens, Dal. The Incredible Egg. 
mind. lower Permian deposits in Texas and Weybright and Talley, 1974. New York, 

thus about 225 million years old. You'll N.Y. ppg 173, 236-238. 
By using genetic and fossil evidence, itis probably be disappointed to learn it’s a 
relatively easy tocompare the evolution- _ rather small egg—only two and three- Author Bio: Jay Wilkins was a chemical 
ary origins of the egg and chicken. The quarters of an inch long and slightly engineering major who graduated in the 
origin of the chicken as we know it was larger than an average domestic hen’s spring of 1996. He also completed 
recently discovered by a team of Ameri- _ egg." majors in Biochemistry and Molecular Bi- 
can and Japanese geneticists. Ross Clark ology in his five years at UW-Madison 
writes, “Farmers in 6,000 BC first But, there is no disappointment with this _andis currently enrolled in medical 
thought of capturing and domesticating evidence for it proves for those who be- school. He enjoys playing golf, singing 
the red jungle fowl.” Even if this estimate __ lieve in evolution that the egg came be- and enjoying a cool lemonade on a hot 
is off by 2,000 years, the egg fries the fore the chicken. summer day. 
chicken by nearly 500 million years. In 
that time period lived the first The purpose of this study was to see 
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Shouldn’t WE talk? 
If you want to make it in the real world, you have to work with the best people, resources, and technologies. You have to be 

with the leader - SSA. 

We’re Currently Interviewing (BS, MS, Ph.D) For: 

Object-Oriented Tools & °Database Designers 

Architecture Developers eQuality Assurance 

eC/Unix Software Engineers eNetwork Analysts 

°C++ Application Software Developers «Unix System Administrators 

Why SSA? . 
¢ SSA's powerful new CORBA/OLE-conformant technology,  BPCS Client/Server includes drag & drop, embedded objects, 

based on Distributed Object Computing & Message-Based and other advanced Client/Server user interface functions. 

Architecture, is delivered and receiving worldwide acclaim.  * BPCS Client/Server allows integration of Java applets to allow 

© Object Technology underlies SSA’s BPCS Client/Server - the inputs across the Internet. 
world’s most robust, powerful, and state-of-the-art SSA's extraordinary combination of global strength & 

Client/Server applications. support, 7500+ client companies utilizing our proprietary 

© BPCS Client/Server provides unique, award-winning software, rich functionality, advanced technology, and 

solutions, with advanced repository-based code generators, cost-effective implementation. 

available for Unix and NT. ¢ Opportunities available in two of the world’s 
“hottest” cities - Chicago and Minneapolis. 

5 9 . 
wi or esas ana Cee het yer SSA's integrated product line, BPCS Client/Server, irae cox) 

industry leadershi sosition leading’ed icchnolo and business process re-engineering and provides integration for 

an oueanaing coat 7 benents/ Genes en SSA Rae Oe all global manufacturing, supply chain, and financial opera- 

highly challengin y fesionil Sent For ae ciate tions; our message-based, object-oriented development tool 

consecration Stoctd your resume to: Norman Maskin, set facilitates the rapid development of object-oriented, 

Corporate Recruiting Manager, System Software eS ose Lc 
Associates, 500 W. Madison, Chicago, IL 60661. 

Fax: 312-474-7375. E-mail: nmaskin@ssax.com. Visit SSA Sponsors F-1 and H-1 Visas. 
us on the Web: http://www.ssax.com. Equal 
opportunity employer m/f/d/v. 
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Computer Science and the 
i ina? College of Engineering‘ 

A UW-Madison, there has been talking about different sized units 
some talk of the Computer Sci- here. Computer Science is a de- , 

ence Department (presently in the col- _ partment of the College of Letters _ " 
lege of Letters & Science) moving into _ and Science, just as the department a . 
the college of engineering. It should be _ of Electrical and Computer Engi- _ @ 
noted that, as of this writing, the talks neering is a department of the Col- | ee g 
had completely broken down in mid- lege of Engineering. The discus- ow ry — 
March with each side uninterested in sion was whether the Computer [ers — Es 
going further. Sciences department would be bet- LS oe 3 at ; 8 

ter off administratively under the = | 5 
This is an interview, from Wednesday, _ direction of the College of Engi- Paola oe @ 
March 27, with the Chair of the Com- neering than under the Collegeof | = J Po 3 
puter Sciences Department, Marvin Letters and Science. Several other a a : ; : 7 , E 
Solomon and it shows the disparity be- Computer Science departmentsin | . a i 
tween the departments in this hotly other universities had to make s a 8 

political issue. It should be completely _ similar switches. There are not that 8 
spelled out that this is not a new con- many Computer Science depart- Professor Marvin H. Solomon, Chair of 
cept unique to this university. The idea _ ments that are still in arts colleges _ the Computer Science Department, dis- 
has been implemented in other univer- except at schools that do nothave misses the rumors about Computer Sci- 
sities, most notably MIT. In addition, Engineering schools. ence merging with the ECE Department. 
saving money is not the central issue. 
Rather, the clash of different cultures W.E.: Could you give a general 5 2 : cs . sion as various people had suggested in the two disciplines is the central overview on what happened in the that it mich z . . ght be a good idea... There point. The differences between the past? Was never ally fortal Biopéeal 
anti-establishment culture of computer _D.S.: Several years ago, one of the as- y Proposal. 
science and a militaristic engineering sociate deans in the Engineering Col- W.E. Who were the prominent sup- 
culture are noticeable to many. How- lege approached the Computer Science ters and non-supporters in this 
ever, both may benefit in learning from —_ department about the possibility, and Ye rer f depart PP 2 
each other. we considered it in informal talks and Deo oF Cepartments: 

-S.: It never got as far as a formal de- 
bate, because there was no proposal. 

A ¥ 5 So, those of us that had been chair of There are concerns, basically whenever there is a the department in the past saw the 
change, people are concerned that people are not going benefits. I guess everyone that had 

to lose already what they have and they are going to been chair of this department in recent . ‘ ‘ Beg years was generally sympathetic and 
gain something in addition could see the various advantages in 
a terms of infrastructure and support it- 

Wisc. Engineer (W.E.): Dr.Solomon, _ I wasn’t the chair at the time, so I don’t self. I don’t know if there are any real 
how do you relate to the merging of know what happened then. It never opponents, but there are people who 
the computer science department and _ went anywhere, so we dropped the is- have various ideas about what would 
the college of engineering? sue. It then began a year or so ago, be acceptable terms. So it’s really the 
Dr. Solomon (D.S.): First of all, let me maybe longer than that, maybe a year question of what are the pros and 
explain, this is not a merging. Youare anda half ago. There was some discus- what are the cons. 
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W.E.: Could you name some of the we were to switch colleges, we would touchy, maybe they are still thinking it 

pros? want to maintain a degreed program. is going to work. 
D.S.: Certain aspects of the infrastruc- As a matter of fact, we currently have D.S.: Never say never. There are a lot 

ture, for example the engineering col- a large degreed program in Engineer- of attractive features to being in Engi- 
lege has a very good co-op program, ing, something like a third of our ma- neering that’s one of the reasons as I 
well organized. In L&S there isno such _jors are actually second majors from say, many of the other Computer Sci- 
program, there is simply anything that people who are majoring in Electrical ence departments at other universities 
co-op interests are making to the de- and Computer Engineering. So in have made similar moves at other uni- 
partment. There are a few other things some sense we are already straddling versities but right now there are no ac- 
like that. two departments...As you know asa tive talks. You have to understand that 

W.E.: Is there any negative aspects in 
what this would entail? 
D.S.: For example, we have a very The discussion was whether the Computer Sciences 
large number of graduate teaching as" qepartment would be better off administratively under 
sistants. A much larger number than . . . . 
any engineering college department. the direction of the College of Engineering than under 
That could be larger because we do a the College of Letters and Science 
very large service function, teaching FFT CSCS 
various things across the university, 
not just the college. There is a very ob- 
vious concern that if we switched col- student, your major is only part of its difficult to be in limbo, we really 
leges, that we would possibly loose your degree, most of your require- have to be 100 percent in one college, 
positions. ments have nothing to do with your in that way. So we talked about mov- 

major. Your major corresponds to ing into engineering and it was all in 
W.E.: So there is resistance on the part about _ of your courses. So students the up and up. But at some point we 
of Computer Science as well as Engi- who are majoring in Electrical and decided that it wasn’t going to happen. 
neering to this? Computer Engineering and are major- _A year from now, if people want to 
D.S.: There are concerns, basically ing in Computer Science, who are get- open up the case, it could happen. 
whenever there is a change, people are __ ting a bachelor of Engineering degree, Quite definitely, right now there are no 
concerned that people are not going to _ have all sorts of Engineering require- discussions. 
loose already what they have and they _— ments, conversely students in L&S 
are going to gain something in addi- have all sorts of liberal arts require- Reflecting on what Dr. Solomon said, 
tion. Otherwise, there is no point in ments, so its a very different program. and going further, technology will dic- 
voluntarily changing and so we were tate how Computer Science and Engi- 
concerned about maintaining certain W.E.: This topic appears to be a very neering become intertwined. Thus, 
things that we liked about our current touchy subject, especially in the Engi- questions of if the Computer Science 
situation. If we were to move, we neering college, can you tell me why department should join the Engineer- 
would need certain guarantees. that might be so? ing college should only intensify in the 

D.S.: People are always worried about —_ years ahead. 
W.E.: Do you see a lot of benefits to- major changes. This is understand- 
ward education, Iam a Computer En- able... People are always worried Author Bio: Rob Nelson is an ECE 
gineering major myself and I think about are they trekking on our turf, are —_ junior. Writing is like sex, the more you 
that I could see quite a few benefits to they going to be doing as goodajobas _do it, the better it becomes. After a 
this. we would with this course, are they while it becomes an irreplaceable form 
D.S.: There is a lot of misunderstand- going to convert resources that we of expression. 
ing about this, as a matter of fact, I would get otherwise. So I could imag- 

wrote an article in our alumni newslet- _ ine and I’m just hypothesizing, some 
ter at least a year ago about the possi- of the departments of Engineering are 
bility of changing colleges. Our re- worried that we would change the cul- 
sponse from the alumni who look at it ture, that we would soak up resources 

in a curriculum point of view said “I and if there is another department 
was a Computer Science major in L&S _ there is only so many dollars to go 
and wouldn’t want to be an engineer- around...I don’t think that our move 
ing student and I was very happy to Engineering would affect anybody 
about this major in a Bachelor of Sci- really, except for our people and 
ence degree.” I think that was a mis- people in Computer Engineering. 
conception, the academic programs are 
considered tied to colleges but they are W.E.: I can’t understand why some of 
not 100 percent wedded to them. Soif the people in Engineering are so 
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BECOME PART OF THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

TRADITION! 

Find out more by calling 262-3494. 
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From The Home Office in 
Madison, Wisconsin... 

Top 10 Reasons To Choose Private Student Housing! 

10. Furnished suites give you the privacy 
you want, and the space you need. Yo u Do H ave A 

9. Our paid utilities take the heat off your . 

wallet! Choice! 

8. If it’s dirty we'll clean it. If it's broken, 
we'll fix it with on-site housekeeping & Come and see what UW Students 

maintenance services! have known for over 30 years - 
7. Our fitness center gives the "Freshman er . 

15" a whole new meaningl Come to live in Madison, but 
6. Need answers? Our 24 hour service COME TO LIFE! At The Towers! 

desk has them! 

6. ae wountke now wal Call us today for more information at 

4. Don’t want to shower with 50 of your 1-800-ON-BUCKY | Or stop in ANYTIME for 
closest friends? Try our private baths! complete tour! 

3. Our DINE ANYTIME food service means 5 4 

cold pizza breakfasts are a thing of the Tan re = tates 
2. You shop, eat and study on State fo 

Street. See why living there is just too SON FR Se Mein Wt S709, CGO) 
cooll | 
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The Ti Th e Times, They 
Are a Changin’ 
A s the Wisconsin Engineer comes to was 1,693,000 people. Of this, 51.9% of is a whopping increase of 3,370 percent. 

nend of its 100th year, we find that — them were male while 48.1% were female. Gee, think of how easy it would be to find 
itis not only a time to look forward to In 1993, the population jumped to a parking space if there were only 
the next 100 years, but it is a time to re- 5,058,000 people. This is a in- 1,196 students here. But 
flect back. The University of Wisconsin- crease of 299 percent. Of this > I digress. 
Madison has been in existence for 148 population, 49% were i . — , 
years, since 1848 to be exact, and for over males and 51% were fe- a a — a § ~\ Unfortunately, there is 
two-thirds of that time the Wisconsin En- males. Ee as ay et no data as to the num- 
gineer has been a part of it. So, before = ie ber of woman en- 
moving on to our next centennial, let’s With this tremendous oe i — rolled at the Univer- 
take a moment and see how the Univer- growth we might ex- -— L : t sity in 1894. The 
sity has changed, how the College of En- _ pect a similar trend to cay . 3 first year for which 
gineering has evolved and how the state occur at the University. oe - 2 there are numbers 
of Wisconsin itself has grown. And it does, toan even a is the 1916-17 aca- 

greater degree. Includ- re 2 demic year in 
Let’s Talk Size ing undergraduate, ” lo 7 Y 2 which there was a 

graduate, law and pro- t if a pee ey {total student popu- 
Starting big and working small, wearenot fessional students the ge 2s 7 § lation of 5,020. Of 
atall surprised to find that the population __ total enrollment for the Mf & these, 3,330 were 
of the state of Wisconsin has grown tre- 1894-95 school year J. Butler Johnson men and only 1,690 
mendously in the past 100 years. What was 1,196. Compare The First Dean of Engineering were women. In 
may be surprising though, is just how _ that to the 40,305 total (1899-1902) 1994-95, this ratio 
much this state has grown. In the 1890s, _ students enrolled in the goes from 2:1 to al- 
the population of the state of Wisconsin 1994-95 school year and you'll see that this most 1:1. At that time, 20,276 men were en- 

rolled at the University and almost an 
RS / Vigaene, i; equal number of women at 20,029. 

ipa es | 

Ly My: af be 4 Why, I Remember the Good Old Days... 
Be ee, : y 

Re ye tas a ie “a tS rd As always, the question of money 
iy Ve a — P he always seems to pop up. Obviously, 

ia i) Rua Ke Ae Ali ee ae se things cost a lot more today than they 
p | BA ee 4 1) asa ~_— used to, but why is that. Are things 

ie id 7 i, a really getting more expensive? Is the cost pe Ze | oa or 3) Bons 0 ‘P Mt it of living truly increasing that much? 
ae i. r Maybe we all just have a lot more money 

Per al ia _ “Sa than we used to. Or maybe things cost 
oe Los SS 

— Cs ..in 1907, “Young men of 
‘ 3 # the ... College of 

Fg \ - 3 Mechanics and 
\\\ 5S 2 Engineering ... are 

EN \ OO 2 required to take 
a oe, 8 gymnastic exercises 
\ : : during the first two years 

: : ap 5 of their course, and are 
a Seek oe ON” also required to take 

: S Oy military drill” 
And you thought that today's construction was bad! This photo from : 
before 1900 takes us back to a time of wooden plank sidewalks before the relatively the same as they always have, 
use of concrete. Science Hall can be seen in the foreground and what is but inflation has just increased that 
now Music Hall is in the background. 
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| (Cs TreeUniversityof ord 

| someneat facts and historical irstsaccomplishedattheUniversityin | To paintabetter picture of the way | these past century and ahalf, The followingisonlyasmalliportionof | = things were at the University perhaps it 
| the many fascinating things that have taken place at this university. | would be helpful to look at more than 
i 2. - 7 — - oe | just statistics. What was it like to be on 
. 1854- UW awards its first degrees to Levi Booth and C “harles T. Wakeley | the University at that time? How were 
| 1869- Firctbachelorsdegreetowomen = .—______—.—s—d«C| 
| 1907- Wisconsin Union founded as one ofthe first college unionsin the J 
| matensecondcnlytoamyard The University of 
| 1910- Thegenetics department, Knownastheexperimentalbreeding | © | Wisconsin-Madison has 
| __ department until 1918, isthe firstsuchdepartmentintheU.S. | been in existence for 148 
ee eo ysars; since 1648 to be De tee tee ly ecu | exact, and for over 
| 1933- The Memorial Union becomes thecountry'sfirst public. | two-thirds of that time 
| —__ university union t o serve beer (3.2 perc er enlecholas ectaved by | the Wisconsin Engineer 
| Congiessacnonintomcting) has been a part of it 
| 1951- UW-Madison researchers are first to transfer a fertili ize coun | a ee TEESE 
Le  fromonecowtoanother, which givesbirthtoacalf sé 
| “1967 - On October 18, pro test against DOW Chemical begins a se ries of | things different. Maybe looking at the 
| _ anti-war protests which culminate in the August 1970 bon abing of | University of Wisconsin student hand- 
| _ Sterling Hall, killing one graduate researcher and causing book from 1907-08 will supply us with 
i S _ extensive damage | _  .... | the answers we seek. 

_ 1968- First bone marrow transplant, performed atUW Hospital = 
| 1970- First gene synthesized by Professor HarGobind Khorana At that time there were 4,039 students at 
[Ml UnonSouthopens = the University and while the University 
| 1989-1 The touchtone regis tration system goes intoeffect | owned a comparable amount of land, 

i iC there were only 44 total buildings on 

. . : BSR PENS FOI : my 
much. To begin, a brief economiclesson —_ wasa “fee” of $10/se- eect ne ere Py RW gah cs 7 Sate LS it 

is in order. The Consumer Price Index mester to attend this SPOOR ieee air elie ORS OPE aie ae ag 
(CPI) is how economists relate today’s University. If you were a ~ Mie pS eee: iS AES ONS ry ; 
dollars to those of years past. Using non-resident, under- [: eae a1 PO eee sao im F 

CPIs, one can take the price of something graduate tuition was Lanes eres wy Seer os ee 28 
from any given year and adjust that price $15/semester and again | gaan tot SiN 7 Pare es oN oa 
to reflect what that item would cost in there was a“fee” of $10. |S NRIidatorans Be ce Nahas 
today’s market. Inother words, wecan  Thisbrought the totalto [gaia Snes Pee, ll ah 
convert how much something cost ina $25 /semester. Convert- Se i Pry, 4 re oO 

past year to how much it would cost ifit ing this into 1994 prices, RNR ba 
were being purchased today. CPIs are re- a resident would be pay- Bat ic Se f 
corded for numerous items, but for our ing $183.96 /semester ea ae a 
purposes we will just be using average and a nonresident naan coe - i 
CPIs for the given years. Thesenumbers, _ would be paying | eer 9?! us a : 
coupled with a few adjustments, can be $459.90/semester. Com- sensor 4 a oe 

used to determine if items cost more due __ paring this to the cost of ia ‘q oe 
to the cost of living increase or simply undergraduate tuitionin [Manse = —S : ® 

because they are now more 1994 we find quite a dis- ee CTs —— ee ees 
expensive. crepancy. Tuition for a on a 2 

residents was $1,368.25/ | ee —— ss ee 
With the beforementioned adjustments semester and for non- a ea é g 
already taken into account, the CPI for residents was an amaz- — a. eae = 3 
1900 was 25, for 1950 was 72.1 and for ing $4,547.75. Appar- = > a" = 

1994 was 459.9. This means that what ently, tuition has risen al ae al pa 7 are 5 
cost $25 in 1900 cost $72.10 in 1950 and dramatically over the r 7 0 

$459.90 in 1994. If we now look at the years, well above and Taken from the bottom of Bascom Hill, looking East, 

cost of tuition in 1900, we find thatif you — beyond that of this picture shows State Street as it was in May of 

were a resident of the state of Wisconsin, inflation. And soitseems 41896. Visible are the cutting-edge trolley car, a horse- 

undergraduate tuition was free, but there as though those “good drawn carriage and two men on horseback. 
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campus. Compare this to 204 buildings time and they have all made lasting that German and French were the 
today and it’s no wonder things are impressions on our lives. recommended choices, although Spanish 
crowded. There were only five libraries was acceptable. It is no coincidence that 
on campus (compared to 45now)andal- _ The College of Engineering at this time, Europe was the 
most all of the buildings were located scientific center of the world. Another 
around the East side of Bascom Hill with | We've seen that the statehaschangedin _ notable change is that in 1907, “Young 
only the Agriculture buildings being the past 100 years and we know that men of the College of Letters and Sci- 
further away. things are more expensive, but what ence, College of Mechanics and 

about our beloved college. Has the Engineering, and the four year courses in 

~~ College of Engineering changed asmuch _ agriculture and pharmacy, are required 
This measurement as the rest of the world? to take gymnastic exercises during the 

. if first two years of their course, and are 

sign fies what cost $2 5 To answer that question let’s again see also required to take military drill.” 
in 1900 cost $72.10 in what the University of Wisconsin Women had to take gymnastic exercise, 
1950, and cost $459.90 student handbook from 1907-08 has to but were exempt from the military drill. 

in 1994 say. At that time, there were 921 
students enrolled in the College of So What's Ahead? 

~~ Engineering. Fifteen of them were gradu- 
ate students and another 43 were adult It is clear that much has changed in the 

Women were enrolled at the college by special students. Though the classes past 100 years. Some people say change 
this time, but the concept of a co-ed dor- were somewhat different, the degrees of- _ is good, while others would hotly 

mitory was not to be found. According to _ fered were very similar to those offered debate this. Regardless of which is true 
the handbook, “By a resolution of the today. The main engineering disciplines though, one thing is clear. For better or 
Self Government Association women were civil, mechanical, electrical, general _ worse, the world will continue to change 

students will occupy rooms only insuch —_ and chemical engineering with nuclear and the Wisconsin Engineer plans to be 
lodging houses as accommodate women __ engineering being the notable exclusion. _ there when it does. 
exclusively, and in which a parlor is pro- 
vided for the reception of visitors.” Does _ Industrial engineering fell under the All statistics for this report came from the 
Elizabeth Waters sound familiar? general engineering group as well as U.S. Census Bureau, the U.S. Department 
And what about professors? Did you did mining engineering. Within those of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
ever have class in Van Hise Hall? How disciplines the classes were different WiscInfo and various sites on the Web. 
about Van Vleck, Sterling, Bardeen or than today, but the ideas behind them For more information, check out the 
Lathrop? And how about living? Ever were still the same. Many of the basic WisclInfo page on the internet. 
live in Cole, Bradley or Sellery? If you requirements, such as mathematics, 
were a student here in 1907 you didn’t, English and foreign language, were the 

but chances are you still knew these same, but certain upper level classes Author Bio: Rumor has it flying pigs 
names. With the smaller number of are no longer available. Classes in rail- were seen flying over the frozen tundra 
people in residence, there was actuallya way engineering and mining engineer- _ of Hell. Apparently, Jon Furniss is sup- 
pretty good chance that you would acci- _ing are examples of these. posed to graduate this semester. But 
dentally run into one of the gentlemen wait, the fat lady ain’t singing yet... 
whose names adorn these buildings. Though foreign language was a 
They were all professors here at this requirement in 1907, it should be noted 

Randall Tower, 1314 W. Johnson St. 

Madison, WI 53715 (608) 251-2936 
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Different Strokes for 

. . . 

Wisconsin Alumnus Rows to Olympic Glory 

E x-UW student and athlete, Eric There were no fancy tactics or strategies the 1995 world championships where 

Mueller and friends did something from the American crew. They just Eric helped the U.S. team to a sixth 

that no other Americans have ever rowed as hard as they could, for aslong _ place finish. 

done. On Sunday, July 28 at the as they could. “We were just redlining 

Olympic Summer Games in Gainesville, _ the whole way, from stroke one,” said Eric, who is now 25, has not decided 

Georgia, Mueller, a former University of | Mueller. “We got the rhythm of the race what is next for him. He has his degree 

Wisconsin crew member, was part of going five strokes in and just all the in mechanical engineering from the 

the U.S. men’s quadruple sculls crew way, that was our plan, no moves or UW, and beyond rowing and more 

that won a silver medal. Started in anything.” conventional work, he may pursue the 

1976, no other Americans have ever possibility of graduate school. “I’m 

won a medal in this event. Eric, who worked as a student for Dan going to take awhile before I have 

Dudley at the U.W. Heating Depart- another race like that,” Mueller said. 

Considered a long shot to medal, the ment, began rowing in 1989 as he was “Tt was pretty painful. As of right now, 

American team gave it their all in this studying to become a mechanical I’ve got to take some time to think 

2,000 meter race. The favored German engineer. After graduating with a about it. I think I need to look into 

team jumped out to anearly lead which —_ degree in mechanical engineering, the some other ways to make money.” 

it never relinquished. But the American _ 6-foot-7, 215-pound Mueller worked as 

team showed early that they were there _ a Fire Safety Engineer with MBS/ 

to compete. After battling a strong Hughes Associates, Inc. until moving to Jon Furniss 

Italian crew for second, Mueller and Augusta, Ga. in 1995 to make a re- 

company began to pull away by 1,500 newed push to make the Olympic team. 

meters. In the final 300 meters, the U.S. | A member of the National Team for two 

crew had the best boat on the water and _years, Eric and his buddies have been 

closed to within three-fourths of a traveling and competing for most on 

length of the Germans to finish second the last year and have spent nearly 25 

with a time of 5:59.10. weeks on the road. They competed in 

ee —— 

» +. fe 

Madison’s Five Star Hotel 
meses Convenient Campus Location 

a cag 
| HOWARD JOHNSON. @ Conference Rates 
A” CERES AR iu} 

ee ee @ Plaza Cafe / Lounge 

Howard Johnson Plaza-Hotel @ Indoor Pool / Whirlpool 

525 West Johnson Street ¢ Madison, 53703 Complimentary Parki 
omplimentary rarkin, (608) 251-5511 # 1-800-654-2000 P y 6 
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Diversity Affairs 

Where Minorities' Paths 

A relatively new fixtureon campus Assistant Dean for Diversity Affairs African-American student population 
is the Diversity Affairs Office. is very small, so we are working to in- 

The Diversity Affairs Office (DAO) has Alem Asres, the Assistant Dean for Di- crease that. The Latino population is 
developed a number of programs versity Affairs, leads the DAO. He says very small, so we want to increase that. 
geared towards recruiting and retain- that his goal is “to make a better cli- The Native American population is 

mate for minorities, not only in the almost invisible, and we want to make 
College of Engineering but also on the it visible.” 
whole campus. The experience that a 

1 A student has is not only in the College Pre-College Programs 
The DAO, in cooperation of Engineering, but Bape wade so ° ° 

with offices and we need to network with the entire The DAO is doing various things to 
departments throughout campus to create any ronment that ae the number minority 

‘ is inviting and friendly,” says Asres. students on campus. It sponsors a 
campus, has committed : vee number of summer programs for 

itself to making [a “My specific role [as Assistant Dean for _ minority students interested in engi- student's] stay here Diversity Affairs] isto create a bridge eae including mi Engineering 
. * tween various ethnic groups so that ummer Program, which prepares academically rewarding, —shoycaninteract, e PREP 

culturally enriching, and —_ work with each other, 
professionally satisfying help each other, learn 7 

from each other and : 
SSS stteach each other.” : | 

Dean Asres added | 
ing students from traditionally that he works with in- 
underrepresented groups in engineer- dustry, alumni and ] 
ing, including women, African-Ameri- _ faculty to bring ser- 
cans, Latinos and Native Americans. vices and programs to . 

underrepresented . ke i 
A publication titled “Unity Through populations La / 
Diversity” states the DAO’s purpose as on campus. R 
recognizing, “that traditionally aT g 
underrepresented student groups in “T’d like to see us in- a 4 AS 2 
science and engineering frequently crease the number of . "as y AS 8 
have unique needs. At times they re- minority students, the : ‘ ng 8 
quire assistance in negotiating their number of tradition- , ‘ a Se 2 
way through such a large multi-ethnic _ ally underrepresented > 2 
and multi-cultural institution. With populations on cam- . a” ' 8 
this in mind, DAO, in cooperation with pus. The women are y ' : > 
offices and departments throughout doing very well, so ual , 7 
out campus, has committed itself to we are very happy -_ - 5 
making [a student's] stay here aca- with that, but it is not i a 
demically rewarding, culturally enrich- enough yet,” ex- nde array of Seah oe ee be al 
ing and professionally satisfying.” plained Asres. “The anks, in part, to the Diversity Affairs Office. 
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high school-aged participants with the gram exists which aides students who _ new Diversity Affairs “Umbrella” 

skills they need to succeed in the find they need additional help insome __ events, which unite the Society of 

College of Engineering. courses. “Some [students] have finan- Women Engineers (SWE), the Society 

cial need so we see how we can help for Hispanic Professional Engineers 

The DAO visits high schools to talk to _ them financially,” explained Asres. (SHPE) and the Wisconsin Black Engi- 

and recruit minority students to the neering Student Society (WBESS). 

College of Engineering. They also A mentoring program has also been Dean Asres explained that the three 

sponsor a program called “College created. This program matches engi- student groups have similar goals; 

Community Partnership.” In this pro- neering students with professionals however, in the past they had worked 

gram, the College of Engineering 
works with the Madison district school 

system, beginning with the a : The DAO has formed a number of programs geared 
grade. “We'll be mentoring and also aa . . 
talking about why science is important, towards retaining the minority students 

and why it is not race or economic- who are already on campus 

class based, but is for everybody. We 

hope to show kids from the third grade ~————SOSOC~C~S~C—CSO 

on that if you work hard, yourcanisee who work ina field that the student towards these goals on “parallel paths, 
that science is fun, ibas do-able, and it hopes to work in after graduation. This never crossing.” Now the three groups 
is a hands-on experience,” said Asres. mentoring relationship can give a stu- __ work together. Each month, an “Um- 
ii dent guidance and support, and help brella” meeting is held for members of 
We hope that our graduate students them to make informed career deci- all three groups; last March, for ex- 

and senlor:class students.can.go to sions. Dean Asres works on the ample, speakers from industry came to 
high schools, middle schools and discuss diversity issues in the work- 
elementary schools and help [the place. According to Asres, these Um- 

younger students] with hands-on eae [a] ~—sébrreilla events allow the three groups to 
kinds of things.” Dean Asres i; _— support each other, learn from each 
added that the program may Po » =| other, and teach each other. 
“bring [the young students] onto — | 

campus and have them shadow Bc _ | Katie Flicek, SWE’s Vice President and 
[an engineering student so they - oe Diversity Affairs Liaison, said that the 

can] picture what [science and en- _ i... — Umbrella events are beneficial because 

gineering] ee all about, and to see eo i i [ “before, everyone [in SWE, SHPE and 

that science is fun. LG : : |g WBESS] was working separately, and 
_ es 5 now everyone is working together and 

Through all of these programs, | 2 being friends... before, we would pass 

we hope to increase the numbers 4 Le : each other in the hall and not even say 
of students” from under- a. ; : 3 anything.” 

represented populations in the ff ‘ & 

College of Engineering. a ) , 5 When asked about his future goals, 

: : ; j § Dean Asres said, “My vision for the fu- 
Programs for Engineering Stu- 4G ture is to increase the numbers and to 

dents \ 8 increase the graduation rate. We have a 

. 3 lot of vision, and we have a lot of hope. 

After students are recruited to Assistant Dean, Alem Asres, leads the It is all achievable. It is a possible vi- 
come to the UW, Dean Asres says Diversity Affairs Office and says his sion.” 
that DAO is faced with a number goal is, "to make a better climate for 
of different issues,namely that minorities." Author Bio: Jen Hattan just finished 
once students get here, how do her first semester on the Wisconsin 

we keep them, how do keep them mentoring program with Julie Johns Engineer and will hopefully be back 
happy with what they’re doing and and the Engineering Career Service of- for more. 
how do we get them through college?” _ fice. 
To address this challenge, the DAO has 

formed a number of programs geared = “We have about 40 students participat- 

towards retaining the minority stu- ing, 25 alumni participating and we've 

dents who are already on campus. made 15 matches so far - and we’ve 
Early academic advising programs en- just started,” said Asres. 

sure that students are on track and tak- 

ing the right classes. A tutoring pro- Dean Asres is particularly proud of the 
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=XCHING, txaxXCeptional, L.xnilerating, 

E-Week! geen eeniaR 

ae peas Teen ee a) ee ee apilagwst 
me TOPOQUZIING, tem VOIUSIASTIC, faa XCehent, 

0 ea TT 
e p. a - 

ge alalea lesa tine..-™ -wlicseteawmiees E veryone remembers the highly’) (=> isheld inFebriidry in engineering col-_. |") ing/and wantstolhave mofelinfluence on 
successful E-Week held last March: * leges all across the United States, though the engineering campus. Next year, look 

the egg drop contest, challenge day,dis- at Wisconsin, we usually have itaround | for a robot triathlon and elementary . eee 3 : Donk: genet 
play of societies, scavenger hunt, casino» _ April because ofour weather, Each col- a ~School outreach, » 

night. Those were plenty of fuln/butdid” | | Tegeoes Ra tTOC TEVE:, lo CS CACC, 
you ever think about what it was all for? different names, hold different activities, Dean Chu 4 

os butit’s mostly -all the same, and accom- conto 
Engineer’s Week is anational movement _plishes the same goal. Ble om « ae “a — 
to promote what engineer's doy l’ga | 7) =) | Pom LF peran , tome SL eMme., 
chance for engineers to show what they ~ Here at Wisconsin, ithasbeen tradition —” i ~ # 
have learned. This is especially a unique even before Dean Bollinger was a sts... 
opportunity for underclassmen to apply... _ dent here. According to Doug Herman, _ _ ‘ _ 

skills learned in class. Above all;E-Week EA Week foordihatér théreasonitwas YCOMIPASS HO ; nee qt Td Oe Tie Ee EC a ee Yio Oh SE Ea 
is a chance for us engineers to relax and bigger this year than other years is be- z “ 
blow off some steam, This annual event cause Polygonis undergoing restructur- 

| : & : Ye 
PE ae gue om gn ee . FOE om he ome ee oe OUR yg om yg dey gf 

feos | Hl gag it @] 5 C. mi t Ic ul 1G 4 | Ver t WE 
eee 

When you make your career choice, make sure the viv 
company you choose is flexible enough to meet your current 

and future professional needs. ] | | 

At Menasha Corporation we know all about flexibility. f 

> Were not locked into one business, but rather a number (@) if yo U l 

of different industries including Forest Products, eee 
Packaging, Plastics, Material Handling, Promotional 

Graphics, Paperboard and Poly Hi Solidur. 

> We have operations in 20 states and 4 foreign countries. We mAVhtG veo io interview Wit Us 
> We offer both professional and personal training. : i 
> We provide comprehensive benefits that help at rita College ai bea 

employees balance both work and home life. 

That is why we have established the Menasha Corporation rin Sih edials he Pam Neco ntcal ocoal 
i P. is trai i Trainee rogram Asa Taine, you acquire knowledge UTNE Aegean hy) Ss February 18 i 19 

about your specific area of interest while gaining exposure to 

all facets of our business, values, culture and Excellence 

Process. Come find out what we’re all about. 
Va’ MENASHA CORPORATION 

ee 
For further opportunities, please call our Employment Hotline at 1-800-991-7336 
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THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Theirs. Ours. 

With a running investment of over one-quarter of a billion dollars in research and development, 

no wonder Oracle is known for breakthrough technology. If you’re eager to work with this decade’s top 

graduates on the world’s fastest moving products, join us. Our software solutions are changing the way 

human knowledge is gathered, stored, retrieved, and utilized. With record sales of $4.2 billion and over 

40% growth in the last year alone, we're now hiring over 100 of the best of the Class of ‘97. If you have 

a BS/MS in CS, Manufacturing Systems Engineering or Electrical and Computer Engineering, you could 

become an Oracle Software Developer, Consultant or Product Manager and work on any number of 

advanced technologies and products, including: 

Digital Library-” Alexandria” Internet Products Object Oriented Databases 

Media Objects Object Oriented Development Tools _Distributed Computing & Networking 

Enterprise Applications Interactive Multimedia Data Security Architecture 

Massively Parallel Products Mobile Computing Vertical Applications 

Linguistics Based Products Data Warehousing & Mining 

We'll be interviewing on campus October 17 & 18. Sign up at the Career Center and pick up your copy of “Projects 

at Oracle” today. E-Mailed resumes strongly encouraged. 

ORACLE’ 
Enabling the Information Age 

Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Box 659501, Redwood Shores, CA 94065. FAX (415) 506-1073. 
E-Mail: jobs@us.oracle.com Be sure to visit our WEB SITE at: http://www.oracle.com 

Equal talent will always get equal opportunity. 
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Connections '96 
S o what kind of job will you tag, which labeled me as a fresh- Connections draws more compa- 

get and with whom?” How man, I felt very young with noth- nies each year. Career Services 
many times have friends and ing to impress a company repre- uses Career Connections as an in- 
relatives asked you this question, sentative. I discovered that the centive to urge more companies to 
and you really didn’t havea representatives are interested in recruit from UW-Madison. “It’s a 
convincing answer? If you want to each person’s goals and successes. high priority for most companies to 
a find possible answer, attend the Many of the representatives were attend,” Johns said. 
Engineering Career Connections impressed that I took the initiative 
in September. to find out more information about To prepare for Career Connections, 

companies and opportunities for students should have a current, 
Career Connections has been at engineers. The best part of professional resume to give to com- 
UW-Madison since 1988. Spon- attending Career Connections as a pany representatives. Students at- 
sored by Polygon and Career freshman is that I got over the tending Career Connections should 
Services, Career Connections con- intimidation and can now be fo- also try to do research on compa- 
sists of acompany fair in the lobby cused on looking for opportunities nies in their field. Johns encourag- 
of Engineering Hall and a formal in the future. ingly says to, “Impress them with 
banquet at a Madison hotel. The your knowledge so that you can 
company fair lasts for two days Whether you are a freshman or a find a career opportunity that 
with various companies represen- senior, Career Connections gives would match your interests.” 
tatives available to answer ques- you answers to what the “real 
tions about their company ina world” after college can be like. If you are interested in Career Con- 

Many graduating seniors have nections, there will be information 
found Career Connections instru- posted in the Badger Herald and 

Sponsored by Polygon and  mentalin becoming employed. around the engineering campus. 
Career Services, Career Julie Johns, assistant director of Ca- For extra ee about the 

: ; reer Services, says, “The majorit companies, a booklet profiling the 
Connections consists ofa [of students] who are looking ri companies is available when stu- 
company fair in the lobby _jobsattend Career Connections.” dents register. 
of Engineering Hall anda__Johnsalso emphasized that Career 

formal banquet at a 
Madison hotel 

Sa CCS ' 

booth-based setting. This informal alalatabael . | r\ hei? 
setting allows more students to get  .. } ~ A 
an idea of the number of compa- ro ‘3 x ~ > 
nies that are looking to hire engi- , ‘ 
neers, and the Career Connections Pj a Do @ 
Banquet gives students a chance to as : LUT 7s = quet gives stude: ce J p we [7] 5 
spend time ona one to one basis : ny a ede. g 
with representatives. a i) 8 

N — ' é attended Career Connections in Vv _ aly — & 2 
the fall of 1995. Asa freshman, the rn hs 3 
experience of talking with compa- ee : he > 
nies was intimidating. At the ban- re ~ oie " | % 

quet, most of the students there y i" ~ al ‘Sey 5 
were seniors. Looking at my name ~~ = a 2 

A representative from Microsoft answers a question from a student. 
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- = A ANd 

bs UA 4 Many students are lost 
rr a when it comes to looking, 

i 3 y for specific information on 
Zz , companies. Career Con- 

Pic)! Ry nections provides an- 

p= q ta swers. Whether you are 
ae ‘a a —_ oO looking for information, 
y © : y fi ie an internship or Co-op, or 

i . ' [f a 4 ajob after graduation, Ca- 
‘i 7 & _ oh i — | reer Connections may 

‘ Com J WT 4 j 
y es 2 wane Am Uta A give you the extra help 

Pook, | Eo aes [ b = 42 = youneed. 

pe ‘se | sb 6 | = To volunteer, contact Julie 
Hime ig at a : 1 ees = Johnsat Career Services or 
Peo ea r — Atk ® the co-chairs for this year: | Piste 6 Ct pron a %, the co-chairs for this y: 

ete ie ie pace PC 5 While > w e 4 = — Julie Hromadka, Heidi 

fected pies Ay Ga IRC a ate Cloud, LY By) = Rush,and Stacey Peterson 
eames SS ed Ns eaEe Z at 258-3399. 

ey es : [pues S . —: 
fam) gras 3 
LT ee i ” ee = 

An aspiring engineer learns more about opportunities from a representative of 
Proctor and Gamble. Author Bio: Jennifer Schultz just 

finished her first year at Madison 
Do you want to get an extra edge The extra effort may give you some and on the Wisconsin Engineer. 
ona specific company? Johns time to talk to that specific contact This year she'll be tackling more 
suggests volunteering to help out. and help you stand out from the responsibility as she takes over 

competition. the role of Editor. 

GRANT THORNTON LLP 
SALUTES CAREER CONNECTIONS ‘96 

Grant Thornton, founded in Chicago in 1924, is an international public accounting and management consulting firm 

providing a comprehensive range of services to growing companies throughout the world. 

Grant Thornton has grown to become the seventh largest firm in the United States with offices in over 50 major 
commercial cities and is represented in more than 80 countries through its affiliate Grant Thornton International. 

The Wisconsin management consulting practice works closely with the audit and tax professionals to identify and 
help resolve special business needs. Our consulting professionals have a broad range of practical experience, 
educational backgrounds, and special technical training, making them a valuable resource for our clients. 

The Madison Office management consulting department consists of 35 professionals with a variety of technical 
skills in areas relating to operations management and quality improvement, information systems technology, 
business and financial planning, human resources, and general management consulting. 

Most members of our consulting practice have advanced degrees and/or CPA's, and each has received special 
training in the use of a logical, structured approach to problem-solving. 

We, at Grant Thornton, strongly believe that the strength and diversity of our consulting practice distinguishes 
Grant Thornton among accounting firms. 

. . 5 1 _ 

We look forward to meeting you at Career Connections ‘96! Grant Thornton we 

GRANT THORNTON LLP eee 
Management Consultants 

The U.S. Member Firm of 
Grant Thornton International 
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Engineering Professional 
Development: p 

In Your 
Future : . 

Wr you are in the process of hd 
interviewing or are one of lucky 

ones who has already landed a job, you ba , 
may be thinking that you will finally be h . ' 
done with school — well, think again. Wh we Z , + 

Weli Id wk tay afloat ke ™ Ag bi } 
e live ina world where, to stay afloat, " Ls 

going to school and getting a job isn’t ‘ . fae. ul 4 
enough and it definitely isn’t the “end of 5 oF rey A Y. 
the road,” especially in the field of engi- fi i % ys 7 x 
neering. Technology is developing and P 5s a . | 
changing so rapidly that in order to face " = = 
the challenge of keeping up, today’s en- = 
gineers must continue to learn while on f of v a ' & 
the job. Le. as 3 es ; The University of Wieconaihasetig S 4 aN a he University of Wisconsin-Madison Ay 7 * > 
Department of Engineering Professional NS i = | 3 
Development (EPD) is designed to do z D ms 
just that. Many students are familiar with y | ae | 
the EPD department in that it offers two ~ Fal 18 
courses required for the completion of A Seve ~ 4 3 

Most engineering degrees: fecal Since 1987, the EPD Department has offered health and safety training Writing (EPD 397) and Technical Presen- a 5 . . my classes. Here, students learn a method to contain barrels of toxic waste. tations (EPD 275). These and other un- 

dergraduate courses are just a small part 

of what the EPD departmentis really all engineers, scientists and others who not be able to remain in practice for more 
about. can’t afford to take time away from their _ than ten years. 

TE 

The University of Wisconsin-Madison 
The University of Wisconsin—Madison Department of Department of Engineering Professional 

Engineering Professional Development has been Development has been recognized both 
. . . . . nationally and internationally as being a recognized both nationally and internationally as being a \.,4orin continuing education. Many 

leader in continuing education members of its faculty are experts from 
various occupations, such as govern- 

ment, industry and private practice. 

Since 1949, the EPD department has job, but also can’t afford to get behind in 

been dedicated to continuing the educa- their professions. Without furthering The main goal of the Engineering Out- 
tion of technical professionals, practicing _ their education, most engineers would reach Program, that is such a large part 
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of the EPD department, is to providein- undergraduate level. At the time, the every student at every site is capable of 
formation on advances that may be tak- only EPD course offered on the UW cam- communicating with each other. Prof. 
ing place ina given field,andtodemon- —_ pus was EPD 397, technical writing. It Davis agrees that the students “learn just 
strate new methods and applications that was then that she and other faculty as effectively” as if they were right here 
may be beneficial for individuals to use members realized the need for more un- —_ in Madison. 
in their place of work. To do this mostef- _ dergraduate level courses. (Why should 
fectively, and for the greatest benefit to professionals have all of the fun, right?) The benefits to these approaches to edu- 
professionals and the companies they So, with Sandra’s help and the help of cation are numerous. The variety of 
work for, the EPD department usesava- Adjunct Assistant Professor Gisela courses offered to students is increased 
riety of formats for teaching andcommu- __Kutzbach, and Assistant Dean Don without a huge increase in cost. Not as 
nication, such as videotape and corre- Woolston, several new courses were de- many people need to be paid for what 
spondence courses, satellite and veloped for undergraduate level studies. one person can accomplish. For profes- 
audiographic and video teleconferenc- Two of these such courses were EPD 275, _ sionals and practicing engineers, travel 
ing. Approximately 13,000 professionals _ Technical Presentations, and EPD 201, time and money is saved because they 
enroll in the Outreach Program annually — On-the-job Writing (Basic Engineering can take courses right from their own 
and find these formats beneficial. Writing). They also established acertifi- desktop or conference room. This also 

saves their companies money otherwise 
spent on additional training for new em- 

eeerree————————re——erao————_ployees that would be needed if other 

Since 1949, the EPD department has been dedicated to employees had to take time off to go 

continuing the education of technical professionals, back to school: They ate gettiis the 
~ . . . i maximum productivity by taking advan- 

practicing engineers, scientists and others who can't tage of continuing education courses. 

afford to take time away from their job Some of the companies that have partici- 
pated in the Outreach Program through 
the University of Wisconsin are General 

The majority of the courses offered cate program familiar to many on the en- Motors, Hewlett Packard, IBM and 

through the Engineering Outreach Pro- gineering campus. The TCC, or Techni- Motorola. 
gram are not taken for credit. Instead, a cal Communications Certificate, isa pro- Sob fth tunities that th 

system of CEU’s (Continuing Education —_ gram designed to give students a Fas cova fF COppor ep ms a i 
Units) is used. One undergraduate broader background for communicating epartmento " meineening roressiona 
credit is equal to 4.8 CEU’s. The CEU is with people in technical fields. Development has to offer. Although you 

astandard measure for those profession- _ One of the ways in which EPD is at- Muay 210k Be done with school as soon as 
als wishing to pursue a Professional tempting to reach a wider audience for you might think, you have access to . 

Development Degree in Engineering. its courses is via audiographics telecon- many opportunities thatwillaid youn 
The Professional Development Degreeis _ ferencing. Professor Steven Zwickel your current education and your future 
basically a program designed to guide teaches EPD 397 Technical Writing to stu- employment. 
practicing engineers in obtaining anad- _dents all over the state of Wisconsin us- 
vanced engineering degree; in addition ing this remarkable new technology. a . . 
to a previously earned B.S., M.A. or “Audiographics lets students participate Author Blo. Bridgett Marsiiis aneng!: 
Ph.D degree. just as though they were in the classroom neenng student who'also enjoys playing 

in Madison," says Zwickel. The com- clarinet and cheering on our Badgers. 

Sandra Courter, an adjunct professor in puter screen becomes the chalkboard, 
the Department of Engineering Profes- and there’s a microphone and speaker so 
sional Development, has been directly they can listen and participate. We use e- 
involved in the shaping and teaching of | mail and fax to communicate—they can 
some of these courses. The early partof even doa live presentation as part of 
Sandra’s career inthe Department of En- _ the course.” 
gineering Professional Development was 
focused around working as a program Professor James Davis is also actively in- 
director for some of the 2-3 day seminars _ volved in continuing education. He 
given to practicing engineers and pro- teaches several Technical Japanese 
fessionals. Her instruction included courses within the University’s EPD de- 
many of the same topics that she is cur- partment using two different formats. 
rently teaching in the undergraduate One is Audiographics teleconferencing, 
level courses, such as technical writing previously described, and the other is 

and technical presentations. satellite broadcast. Satellite broadcast 
features one-way video, where students 

Then, in 1985, a position opened up that _at sites all over the country can see the 
allowed her to work more closely at the instructor, and multi-point audio, so that 
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ina? Graduating? 
Toss your cap and burn your books! 
Now what? 
Sincents are at somewhat of a more than your thermodynamics have because they might hear of 

disadvantage when we're in college textbook. job or research opportunities for 
because we don’t have a really good 2. Research the company that you you. Besides, someday you might 
sense of what the word “time” means. would like to work for. Helpful want to consider graduate school. 
A lot of us (myself included) have things to watch out for are a It would be better for you to get a 
spent months stressing over exams, strong financial background, a recommendation letter from 
homework, internships, co-ops, breaks, small employee turnover rate and someone that remembers you, 
money, grades, etc. So it is only natural consistent stock market trends. It rather than from someone that 
to fly by the drawstring of your sweat might even be a good idea to doesn’t. 
pants, winging those hectic schedules research their competitors, see 4. Watch for new products and 
we all have sometimes. Think about how they add up. Your results processes. Several of you out there 
how many mornings you didn’t might make you want to apply for might want to try design and 
shower, put on a hat and sprayed on a job with the competitor. patent something that might help 
some cologne. Unfortunately, it isn’t a 3. Get an edge in your field by America’s aging population, those 
good idea to live that way after you maintaining correspondence with who have limited access to 
graduate, especially when trying to get 
into the professional world. 

The number one reason why is students 
think too much in the now, and not 

enough in the future. For example, ' 
think about what your concerns are for 
getting a job. Okay, I think at the top of : 
everyone’s list is to find one right away. ae 
Can't let those four or five years in & A] 
college go to waste, right? Got to pay 3 
off those bills, buy a car, live in a decent oo 
apartment, right? WRONG. You really = 4 
put your back to the wall thinking this Nei A 
way because everybody wants to make a Bed 
money, and everybody wants to work we at _— 
for the big companies. Finding the job ; Ce 3 

of your choice is harder than getting A gan 
into college. It might even take you one . 7 ba 
or two years. Sounds like a long time to Ved ve Ae 
look? Okay, let’s talk math. If the ee x ” 
average person lives to be 87 years old, . ‘ Z \ 
finding that solid job will only take you per i 

: . y . \ 
2.3% of your entire life. But there are \ il \ 
things that you can do that will help “ny lf i 
you find your job a little quicker. Se Bb ; y 

\. - 

Here are some tips to help you mini- . ‘ys a 
mize those job-finding headaches: YN eo = 
1. Ban the “I’m-a-geek-engineer” 

stereotype by reading the Wall 
Street Journal. When you talk to 
future employers, you will be able your professors, past and present expensive technology or anybody 
to make casual conversation a lot employers and fellow researchers. else you might think of. 
easier if you've read something They are good connections to 5. Make up some business cards to 
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hand out to people wherever you To communicate your engineering those bills. 
go. Let them know you are smarts well to someone who isn’t © = Travel a little bit, find out where in 
available for hire. familiar with your field is botha the world would be a good place 

big concern and need in the for you to live. It may even help 
So now that you've read all of these workplace. you narrow down your choice of 
tps, ssa ie ae think? “ =e of @ Join some volunteer groups. One companies. 

these handy ideas in your fingers, but ‘ rau 4 - 
you still don't know hat to dio Here is interviewing question a i * “Takesome time ottatter you 
some good news! It is now okay to plan TU Goiunt Wie road Ame graduate to gain some life experi- 

about what you have been doing ence. A lot of us go right from high 
school to college; studying our 
pants off, working from noon until 
midnight. We don’t have enough 

‘ time to grow within ourselves, and, 
i 7} for some of us, doing nothing but 

7 studying grinds our people skills 
ee, down to zero. Taking a three month 
al vacation may not be a bad idea. 

s* Why? Because it will only be less 
- f than .5% of your whole life. Given 
= of course that you will live to be 87 

Py years old. 

- wy, So when counting the gray hairs and 
t \ . the college loan bills, just remember 

that it is okay to give yourself a break. 
Think about how funny it is to stress 
about what you are going to do right 
after you graduate. After all that 

7 signing up for four years of classes I 
can’t even remember what | took last 
semester let alone my freshman year. I 
don’t know if I want the rest of my life 
to be that way, do you? 

. A And as far as knowing what job you six months ahead. A timetable for next since you graduated. Telling them OWI J > y > 
semester isn’t going to be there for you that ‘apes beentevine torsct thy want, or what direction you're headed? 
to hele WOwOuL, But thereave things ar you ve been trying to set the The not-knowing part is definitely the 

py q 8 world’s record for the longest beer- : ssi ; you can do now to help your personal ne P one worst. You want that classic car with 

life shine in a future, professional drinking binge isn't going to go the V8 engine NOW. You want that 
setting. over very well. apartment with a sun deck NOW. I 

® Think about going to graduate would like to repeat something that a 
Here are some options to consider: school. The academic life could be friend of mine once said to me a billion 
©  TARSA CASS ACHE OGL GRIGERSE the best way for you to go. times over which helps me through 

< rt ' 5 a special stud. : e Buy asubscription to your favorite _ these not-knowing times, “Everything 
in YOUr TOWN. a8 @. pects student. A er : will be told to you on a need-to-know 
At your future interview, you will engineering journal, and write to : . ¥ ay 5 5 basis.” Now quick! Read through the come across to your employer as the people in charge of the articles . ° 

being a motivated individual, you are interested in. People will a ae sala ely 5° ay a Lt ” ‘ reet Journal, and show them wha 
someone who wants to better remember you if you show your — ouve vol! 
themselves. No ideas about what to ee other Mee s work, Ibis ¥ 5 

i ‘ ‘ especially important for you to tr) take? You might consider taking P y imp’ y Y Author Bio: One of Monica 
something other than in the and communicate through letters pens : a . 

M ‘8 . es Valentinelli’s favorite hobbies is to piece ensineerine depatiment..some because it proves two things; one, : 
8 ig Sep 780 . : together story lines from the broken dhine-wew didn Thaw he Ue © that you are interested insomeone | 

8 yo : images and phrases that bombard her take when you were in college. One other than yourself and two, that 4 
suggestion fora class mieht hea you know how to write a decent senses as a result of incessantly 

88! 8 h iettee flipping channels on the T.V. set. 
speech class, to help you organize : 
your technical material in orderto = ® ~~‘ Find an okay job while looking for 
speak to a non-technical audience. the one you want. Helps to pay off 
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Leadership a i Wy a =) an as Y 1 Ki WZ 

Innovation — Vd \ at PN) VS) Pra 

Growth [iim at ra 4 | «a _ iy ao ie... | 
oy 5 i AVE ae fF UA ay 4 wal We AW | 

eee yf Ne al ya i Dl EAs | me 3/ fe WIE Pe ONSSINY go We 
Guidant Cor i ae é Na fe NETS cB NW poration |g Mf Maske Ne ae x | 

: IMS BAN Bee CONN A ON researches, manufactures and markets & rN BOY | Va. : eo =| LEARN SS. Sy \ | 

systems for cardiac rhythm management, it eee ny | ut ie SE | LY SSE i 

a Maas A eee | zs i 
vascular intervention and minimally inva- a iii ea, v4 Se y}\ 

. . to e ete | ene 
sive surgery worldwide. Our mission is to ch, Wh | 7 aa 

provide innovative, therapeutic medical ( q a ba : i j || 1 aN 
, BFmibanad i =: Vy NT / Zh 

solutions of distinctive value for our cus- \ @ x Ca ( y BS i a a 
SUD Aen | > || Re \\ cae 

tomers, patients and health care systems a ig 2 E | ee S| ea py \\ ey 

around the world. ites INAS i. | a Sa 
Wes 2N. \\ ae aN Guidant has been built upon a history \ oN 8 y | 4 \\ KN oy 

P: . WT SSS V | 1) GES of innovation. The company has a strong i f Ss <3) i} | Vea Ss | 

tradition of creating new applications of a £2 A eee 7 
innate | Fg || 

technology that have helped make pro- en 

found improvements in therapies. Guidant CAREERS WITH HEART 

products have lowered costs, simplified GUIDANT 

surgical procedures and helped reduce pain 

for millions of patients around the world. Making a positive difference in the preneurial environment. To continue 

lives of patients, our customers and our leadership and growth, we are 
yaa ans . . 3 a ‘ 7 . 

: . our employees is what Guidant is all seeking high-potential engineers for 
Cardiac Rhythm = = we . 4 _ . Our m fe he following positions: Management Gro: | about, , ission ait only bi the following p j 

_——S— «Ss accomplished by creating an environ- * software engineer 
Cardiac Pacemakers (CPI) = : i 

_ Ss ment ‘in which Guidant employees are * electrical engineer 
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA : : . hanical engi 

| recognized, rewarded and given the TICCHADIC ES SEINE 
Heart Rhythm Technologies (HRT 2 opportunity for personal and profes- * biomechanical engineer 

TEMECULA, CALIFORNIA aug . bi i i 
EEN hl sional growth. A career at Guidant biomedical engineer 

| : . + chemical engineer 
_~—~—_ Offers its own unique rewards. : Vascular LF * industrial engineer 

Intervention Group Guidant’s employees experience the ae . 
eC ae * computer/systems engineer 

He, Systems (ACS) _ immense satisfaction that comes from i 5 Advanced Cardiovascular Systen (ACS) nse sat : + materials engineer 
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA knowing their work involves more + envifonmental engineer 

Devices for Vascular Intervention | “D than the development and manufac If you’re interested in a career with 

SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA 8 turing offinnovative technologics:and Guidant, forward your resume to: 
LLL t save lives. 
ae 2 prodhots: Weansweilives. Wetelp GUIDANT CAMPUS RECRUITING CENTER 

Minimally Invas\ve rr create better tomorrows for people HUMAN RESOURCES, A270 
Surgery Group | around the world. 4100 HAMLINE AVENUE NORTH 

ane a | ST. PAUL, MN 55112-5798 Origin Medsystems OM _. We offer excellent career and FAX: 612-882-7209 
ORNIA. : sella « tee 

MENLO AG CALFORN es ownership opportunities in an entre- http://www.guidant.com 

Cl CO 
ee { Stop by our booth at the Career Connection September 17th. aoe YN 
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ile: Prof Faculty Profile: Professor 
2 

James Rawlings 

ames Rawlings knew from an advanced method of process control having the possibility of writing a 

Jess age he wanted to bea chemical _called model predictive control (MPC). _ textbook as part of an academic career. 

engineer. “My father worked for It looks at what the system sensors are None of those things are available in 

DuPont and he took me to a lot of reading and simultaneously adjusts the industry.” 

plants while I was growing up. I was entire process towards a better trajec- 

very familiar with what chemical tory. “It’s modeling all the variables and _ Rawlings points out the UW’s healthy 

engineering was all about at a young all the effects which could occur,” says reputation almost everywhere he goes. 

age,” says Rawlings. Rawlings. “Basically, it’s a centralized “In chemical engineering, this depart- 

controller which can see what everyone _ ment is quite famous for its long 

Today, Rawlings is an up-and-coming is doing and manipulate the valves.” tradition of excellence,” says Rawlings. 

faculty member of the Chemical 
Engineering Department at the Univer- _ This method of control has gained a Rawlings has six Ph.D. students and 

sity of Wisconsin-Madison. After following in industry. “The petrochemi- _ two post-doctoral candidates who 

receiving his Ph.D. from the UW and cal industry is inundated with MPC. made the journey north with him to 

traveling to Stuttgart, Germany for a This is big business along the Gulf coast Wisconsin from Texas. 

one year post-doctoral position, he area,” says Rawlings. 

settled down for nine years as a “T really like the academic environment 

professor of chemical engineering at the He forecasts that the pulp and paper and the ability to focus on fundamental 

University of Texas at Austin. In July of __ industry in Wisconsin will start to feel issues and being able to study in depth 

1995, Rawlings returned to Madison. the impact of MPC. “They will start to in various pockets of interest,” he says. 

__ understand that they have a lot of 

it em, ~ > multi-variable interactions when you When Rawlings is not bust with work, 

ASS i a try and control a paper machine,” he admits to having a weakness for one 

7 \ < RS * ~ remarks Rawlings. of the UW's sweet treats. “I love 

i an } a Babcock ice cream at Union South or 

{2s aa io _ * | Listening to Rawlings talk about the Babcock Hall,” he says. “I love taking 

a... | e\ 3) - | exciting industrial possibilities of his my kids there.” 
. \. My } ey work, one gets the impression he 

es -_ Tet ; would have liked working in industry. Rawlings also enjoys skating at the 

» oy 4 he a oe | Rawlings admits he wasn’t always so Shell and cross-country skiing. He even 

a ae OF | sure he wanted a life in academia. His admits he’s working on his golf game at 

» . | philosophy was that if a position at a the driving range. 

Pe i 7 | top academic department was not 

_ . "= @& | available, then he would prefer to The future looks bright for James 

| 2 ‘ ae work in industry. Rawlings, who isn’t bashful about his 

f £4 i | career goals. “I want to have high- 

i a ae S| “If you're not at a top university, you _ profile research activity in the control 
~ don’t have a lot of the necessary area and have outstanding graduate 

Professor James Rawlings resources,” says Rawlings. “The students in my group,” says Rawlings. 

institutional facilities are poor.” “I want to graduate significant numbers 

At the UW, he teaches process control of Ph.D. students per year so we have 

which deals with the implementation “If I could find a pretty good faculty an impact in the kind of research 

and analysis of control systems to position at a good university with an we've done.” 

achieve better production results. By outstanding chemical engineering 

manipulating the inputs to a chemical department, I couldn’t imagine a better Author Bio: Jeremy Marwil, a graduat- 

system (e.g. temperature or pressure), career than that,” he says. He favored ing senior in chemical engineering, 

improved process conditions and going to academia since it wouldn’t would like to thank the staff of the 

higher product quality can be achieved. _ involve the day-to-day pressures of Wisconsin Engineer for all their 

plant operations. Besides, Rawlings outstanding work. 

Specifically, Rawlings is interested inan _ notes, “I like teaching students and 
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While sitting in class and taking notes, many students are commonly surprised to find that what their professor has said, 
and what has occurred, are all too often different. You can’t deny that this has happened to you. Did you hear the profes- 
sor wrong? Did you incorrectly write it down? Probably not. Chances are you merely fell victim to the fact that most, if 
not all, professors speak their own language. What they say is commonly not what they mean and we, the students, have 
no way of knowing when this is occurring. To help remedy this situation, the Wisconsin Engineer offers this “Guide to 
What Professors Really Mean.” Use it well, and good luck in the future. You are not alone. 

What They Say What They Mean 

You'll be using one of the leading textbooks in the field. l used it as a graduate student. 

If you follow these few simple rules, you'll do fine in this course. If you don’t need any sleep, you'll do fine in 
this course. 

The gist of what the author is saying is what's most important. I don’t understand the details either. 

Various authorities agree that... My hunch is that... 

The answer to your question is beyond the scope of this class. I don’t know. 

You'll have to see me during my office hours for a thorough I don’t know. 
answer to your question. 

In answer to your question, you must recognize that there are T really don’t know. 
several disparate points of view. 

Today we are going to discuss a most important topic. Today we are going to discuss my dissertation. 

Unfortunately, we haven’t the time to consider all of the I disagree with what roughly half of the people in 
people who made contributions to this field. the field have said. 

We can continue this discussion outside of class. 1. I’m tired of this, let’s quit. 
2. You’re winning the argument, let’s quit. 

Today we'll let a member of the class lead the discussion. It I was out too late last night and didn’t have time 
will be a good educational experience. to prepare a lecture. 

Any questions? I’m ready to let you go. 

The implications of this study are clear. I don’t know what it means either, but there will 
be a question about it on the test. 

The test scores were generally good. Some of you managed a C+. 

The test scores were a little below my expectations. Where was the party last night? 

Some of you could have done better. Everyone flunked. 

Before we begin the lecture for today, are there any questions Has anyone opened the book yet? 
about previous material? 

According to my sources... According to the person who taught this class 
last year... 

It’s been a very rewarding experience to teach this class. Thope they find someone else to teach it 
next year. 

Complied by Jon Furniss with help from Neil Burgard. They are really funny. 
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Put your degree to work 

in a technical sales career with 

30% Power/mation 
Power/mation is the leader in providing the latest technology 

in electro-mechanical automation hardware and software, 

from some of the world’s finest manufacturers. 

With locations throughout the Midwest and 35 years of experience, 

customers are provided with solutions they need, and 

the highest level of service in industrial automation. 

If sitting behind a desk and a computer all day isn’t for you... 

Consider a position with Power/mation! 

As a Power/mation Account Representative, you will... 

Work directly with customers at their locations 

Become familiar with various industries and markets 

Explore and solve a wide variety of technical applications 

Participate in on-going product training at locations across the country 

Here’s your opportunity to realize your goals and achieve financial rewards! 

Would you like to hear more? Send your resume or call: 

Power/mation division, inc. 

| W238 N1690 Rockwood Drive 

| Waukesha, WI 53188 
Attn: Susan Muenter 

800 242-2060
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